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Dataset =2x1, ...,x} Data sequence:X,. .. .. Xttimesteps

Each x" comes from a I Each observation xt has
latentcluster 7: latent state It

Each Z:drawn independently Each II depends on previous
State 2t-1
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HMM (formal):Probabilistic model of a

Sequence of observations X, ..., XT

① Sample 2, from prior distribution Trik CK possible states)
P(2, =x) =Tc

& For each t =2, ...,T Represent as kok matrix A

Essumption:P(2-(2--1)
whereP(2Ej(2z--

It only depends on Zt-1

=not on other history

Also assume same transition

probabilities are same A)

ateach time

③For each to 1.... T Genomics:p(xt/2t) is

sample xt from p(Xt/2t) distribution over [A, c, G,T3
for each value of 2 t

Assume thatx+ only depends
on 2t (not past states Speech:P(X+/2.) is

or observations) Goussian in audio feature space

Assume emission distribution
is same for all times t
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-rencein HMMs 21... 25 X, ..., XT

Inferring valuesof latentvariables given observations

Assuming we know:

① i i P(21)

I② A it P(z_)2t-1) Next class: Learn these

③ p(xt/zt)

Given observations X, ..., xtwe could dry to inter:

⑰Most likely Secre of 2. ... 25e.g given audio,

argmax P(2,:+(X1iT) find most likey
21:5 Sequence of words

⑬ At a particular time to whatis distribution of 22?

P(z=/X,.5)
egin castro, how likely was the player
cheating at time 9

---

A: Algorithm

argmax P(2,+1X1.5) =argmax P(2,:+, X 1.+)
2,it r 21:5

W
Differ by factor of P(X,.+]

Strategy:Dynamic Programming
Probability of best

Mt. = max P(2,t, X1:1) sequence of states
I 21:t

upto time t
where

2t =j
where we end

atstate j

Mtj = max (2t=j 12- --i) Me - 1,iris)
itsee

D argmax P(z ==j)2t- 1 =i) Me-1,iP(x- (2t
=j)

t]
=

i =1,...k
"backpointers"



jimpana "bitslooks betracy:(3,2,2,13
here M+;

Base case t=l:Mij =P(2, =j) P(X, 121=j),k
Fr t=2, ...,t

compute Mt; given Me; Fj=1,..,k
N

and btj

AtHe end:
Best ending State IT= argmax myj

j = 1... k

extractbestpathby following bt;
-
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...⑬Inference on

21DecTo infer p(2t/Xlith
we need to reason about:

*D ZE's effect on x1
② How pastinfluences 2t

⑤How It effectfuture

plzx-z)
Normalizing constant. compute

Compute numerator for all choices of 21 recursively
than normalize


